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Introduction of Stereo Matching

• Input: Left and right rectified images
• Output: Per pixel disparity map 

aligned with the left image
• Key idea: The corresponding pixels 

should be photo-consistent
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Intro of stereoFirst, let us have a brief review of the stereo matching taskThe stereo matching task takes a left and a right image of a scene. And for every pixels in the left image, find its correspondence in the right image. The corresponding pixels should be photo-consistentAccording to the epipolar geometry, the correspondence should be in the eipolar line. After rectify the image, the epipolar lines are all horizontal, and thus the camera parameters is not necessary. 



Learning-based Stereo

Feature Extraction

Feature Aggregation

Volume Regularization

Soft Argmax

L1 Loss
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Learning based: gc netRecently, learning based stereo matching methods demonstrate promising results. Here we introduce one of the common baselines. First, deep features are extracted from both left and right image. For each pixel in the left image, we have a set of disparity hypothesis. Then we gather the right image features for every hypothesis, which gives a 3D feature volume. This feature volume is fed into a 3D CNN to produce a score volume, which is then transformed to a probability volume by softmax operationAnd for each pixel, we use soft argmax to get the final disparity that has the highest probability. The whole network is end-to-end trained by the L1 loss between the estimation and the ground truth



Matchability issue

• No or multiple hypothesis with high photo-consistency
• Occlusion: e.g. object boundary
• Non-Lambertian: e.g. specular surface
• Textureless: e.g. large plain with single color
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MatchabilityIdeally, there will only be one photo-consistent correspondence among the hypothesis. But this may not hold for the following situationsFirst, the actual correspondence is occluded in the right image, which is often happen in the object boundary regionSecond, the surface is non-lambertion, which makes the actual correspondence to have different colorThese two issues makes the correct correspondence disappeared.Third, the pixel is in texture-less region. In this situation we will find multiple photo-consistent correspondenceIf a pixel has one of these issues, we call it unmatchable. 



Solution in Previous Methods

• Traditional methods
• Check the uni-modality of the probability over all the hypothesis

• Learning-based methods
• Directly estimate the confidence/uncertainty from input image
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Previous confidence estimationPrevious methods use different ways to identify the unmatchable pixels. For traditional methods estimating probability distribution, we can check the uni-modality of the distributionFor the learning-based methods, confidence or uncertainty map are often estimated from the image by 2D CNN



Matchability to Uncertainty

• Define Matchability as the entropy of the estimated probability 
distribution

• Transform the matchability to uncertainty by a simple 2D CNN
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input of matchability estimationIn our work, we would like to combine these ideasTo examine the uni-modality, we calculate the entropy of the distribution. The entropy should be highly correlated with the uncertainty, so we apply a shallow 2D CNN to map the entropy to the uncertainty map.



Joint Estimation of Disparity and Uncertainty

• Training
• Assume a Laplacian distribution 𝑝𝑝 𝑥𝑥|𝜇𝜇, 𝑏𝑏 = 1
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exp(− |𝑥𝑥−𝜇𝜇|
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)

• Model disparity as the location parameter 𝜇𝜇, uncertainty as the scale 
parameter 𝑏𝑏

• Let 𝑑𝑑 be the estimated disparity, 𝑢𝑢 be the estimated uncertainty, 𝑑𝑑𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔 be 
the ground truth depth

• Minimize the negative log likelihood
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Joint estimationThen we jointly train the disparity and the uncertainty. To do this, we model the problem as a maximum likelihood estimation. Assume the distribution follows a Laplacian distribution. And we model the disparity as the location parameter miu, uncertainty as the scale parameter bThe ground truth is the observed sample. Now we can minimize the negative log likelihood to get the estimation of the disparity and the uncertainty.The formula can also be viewed as a scaled L1 loss with a regularization term. 



Recover the Unmatchable pixels

• Recover the the unmatchable pixels by the 
neighboring values

• Use convolutional spatial propagation network
• Can be viewed as anisotropic diffusion
• Diffusion kernel is different for each pixel
• Diffusion kernel is estimated from image, disparity 

and matchability
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Recover the immatchable pixelsThe estimated disparity values of the unmatchable pixels are unreliable. We choose to recover them by the neighboring values. In our work, we apply the convolutional spatial propagation network, which can be viewed as anisotropic diffusion. The diffusion kernel is different for each pixel, and is learnt from the image, the disparity map and the matchability map



System Overview
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System overviewThe whole system is illustrated by this figure. Instead of just produce a disparity map, we regress both matchability and disparity, which are used by the joint training loss.Then, the image, disparity and matchability are fed into CSPN for depth refinement. 



Qualitative Results
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QualitativeHere is the visualization of the effect. We can see that the matchability map successfully detect the unmatchable regions. And the incorrect values are recovered by the refinement module. 



Quantitative Results
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QuantitativeWe benchmarked our work on the KITTI dataset and obtained comparable result among the state-of-the-art methods.



Light-weight Model

• Reduce the expensive 3D CNN to save time
• 20fps at 320x576 input
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Speed upLast but not least, we can replace some 3D CNN layers by the proposed module to make it more efficient. As is shown by the table, the lightweight model with proposed modules achieve better result than the full baseline model and spend less time. 



Thank you

Code available at https://github.com/jzhangbs/DSM

https://github.com/jzhangbs/DSM
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